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Determine four words associated with the clues
that differ by a single letter in their spelling.
Example: sphere, it rings, invoice, an animal
Answer: ball, bell, bill, bull
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

final, series of items, missing, illicit desire
bundle, a strike with a beak, select, hockey disk
large, insect, paper container, plead
domesticated animal, a fruit seed, pan, a light tap
happy, salty sauce, young male, child's play thing
crease, nourishment, loving, shallow crossing

1. last, list, lost, lust 2. pack, peck,
pick, puck 3. big, bug, bag, beg
4. pet, pit, pot, pat 5. joy, soy, boy, toy
6. fold, food, fond, ford

Submit a puzzle & receive a cash award.
Log on to www.CleverPuzzles.com, click on "Cash Awards".
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Complete each sentence with a word associated with math.
Example: Rabbits are known to ___ quickly.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Answer: multiply

The Constitution states that all men are created ___.
A good salesperson will never display a ___ attitude.
She was excited to learn that her pregnancy test was ___.
The story was published in the New York ___ .
The speaker was making a good ___ .
The plant will never take ___ in such rocky soil.
The CEO reported the closing of the firm's domestic ___ .
When applying to college, extracurricular activities are a ___.
Race or religion should never be a ___ in hiring.
The sniper fired one __ __ during the attack. (two words)
Contributed by John Leatherman, Maitland, FL

1. equal 2. negative 3. positive
4. Times 5. point 6. root 7. division
8. plus 9. factor 10. round off
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Determine two words that are pronounced
the same that correspond to the clue.
Example: rabbit fur
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Answer: hare hair

bed time for King Arthur's soldiers
Colonial days hair style
Maker of 12th U.S. president's suits
Army official's unpopped popcorn
Film star without a contract
school official's standards
vacation ship's staff
ore hauled out of a mine

1. Knight's nights 2. Whig's wigs
3. Taylor's tailors
4. Colonel's
kernels 5. idle idol 6. principal's
principles 7. cruise crews 8. lode
load

Contributed by Debbie Zervic, Honolulu, HI
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Determine the phrase suggested by the clue.
Each phrase includes the name of an animal
Example: frivolous playing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

part of a sweater
war plane combat
overindulge
extremely slow
practical judgement
infatuation

Answer: horse around
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

a tool
treacherous person
mob tribunal
gulp down
stupid
back down

Submit a puzzle & receive a cash award.
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1. turtle neck 2. dog fight 3. pig out
4. snail's pace
5. horse sense
6. puppy love 7. monkey wrench
8. snake in the grass 9. kangaroo
court 10. wolf down 11. bird brain
12. chicken out
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Determine a pair of words corresponding to the two clues. The first
word has a "u" in its spelling. The second word is formed with the
same letters as the first word except the "u" is changed to an "n".
Example: endearing, penny Answer: cute, cent
1.
2.
3.
4.

oral cavity, portion of year
sixty minutes, bugle
previously owned, transmit
to travel, ripped

5.
6.
7.
8.

twosome, dimple
family dispute, to ward off
adhesive, narrow valley
domicile, gave off brightness

1. mouth, month 2. hour, horn
3. used, send 4. tour, torn 5. duet,
dent 6. feud, fend 7. glue, glen
8. house, shone

Contributed by Doris Clarke, New York, NY
Submit a puzzle & receive a cash award.
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Determine a synonym for the capitalized word that fits into context.
Example: He had a great BEHAVE for math but was a terrible speller.
Answer: mind
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The secretary was a very ABSTAIN typist.
He was strong and had a COMPANY handshake.
If you study hard you STRENGTH get 100 on the exam.
She was late arriving because her car had a LEVEL.
All but one EYE were promoted from second to third grade.
The student accidently broke the TILT of his pencil.
A rhinoceros has CONCEAL that looks like armor.
Chocolate is the CONSIDERATE of candy many people prefer.
The assailant LEAP the victim with rope.
The lid was tightly secured to the JOLT.

1. fast 2. firm 3. might 4. flat 5. pupil
6. tip 7. hide 8. kind 9. bound
10. jar
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The following names are in a sequence.
Joseph
Harold
Dick
Kevin
Neal
Luke

The last letter of each name is the
first letter of the following name.
Therefore, Edward follows Luke.

What name is next in the sequence, Michael, Edward, Fred or Otto?
Remember, the last will be first and first will be last.

HINT:

Submit a puzzle & receive a cash award.
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Complete each sentence with the pronunciation
of the make (not model) of a car.
Example: I can see ___ with my telescope Answer: Saturn
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dentists use ___ even though it's a toxic substance.
The boxer's quick reflexes allowed him to ___ the punch.
Numbers go on and on. There is an ___ of them.
___ didn't always have a beard as an adult.
A ___ can run extremely fast.
He couldn't sing worth a darn but he was a great ___ .
After her pet died, the little girl would ___ herself to sleep.
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1. Mercury 2. Dodge 3. Infiniti
(infinity) 4. Lincoln 5. Jaguar
6. Hummer 7. Saab (sob)

